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I
The Yugoslav nationalities question has always been a source of fascin
ation for Western scholars. Inevitably, discussion has centered on the
differences between the major Slav nationalities-the Serbs, Croats,
Slovenes, Macedonians, and Montenegrins. Less attention has been paid
to the problem of the national minorities, although this issue has be
deviled the Yugoslav state since its formation in 1918. Minorities make
up approximately a fifth of the Yugoslav population. In times of peace
they have been the object of discrimination and exploitation. In times
of crisis, the minorities have been the greatest single threat to the
internal security of the Yugoslav state.
Over the years since 1918, four nationalities have proven particularly
troublesome for the Yugoslavs: the Albanians, Hungarians, Germans,
and Italians. The majority of the Albanians live in the autonomous
oblast of Kosovo-Metohija (Kosmet) and are Moslem, belonging to the
northern, Gheg, Albanian clan. There is a sizable Albanian minority
in Macedonia, and a smaller group of Albanians in Montenegro. No
census figures, even those taken on the basis of nationality after World
War II, give a completely accurate account of their number, but it is
now over three-quarters of a million! The Hungarian minority in
Yugoslavia has remained, before and after the Second World War at
around half a million. Most of these Hungarians are scattered through
out Vojvodina, forming a majority of certain districts of Backa, Other
Hungarian settlements are found in Baranja (in Croatia) and Prekmurje
(in Slovenia). The Germans numbered half a million before the Second
,.vorld War, and were concentrated in the Banat region of Vojvodina.
Only a handful of Germans-less than 60,000-remain today. There was
an insignificant number of Italians in Yugoslavia before the war
between 9,000 and 12,000; but when her border with Italy was redrawn
in 1945, Yugoslavia acquired an area which had had, at the time of the
MR. SHOUP is assistant professor of political science at Kenyon College.
1 Three censuses have been taken in Yugoslavia since World War II: in 1948, 1953, and
1961. References in this article to the 1948 census are taken from FNRJ Savezni zavod za
statistiku, Konacni rezultati popisa stanoimiitua od 15 marta, 1948 godine, Book IX:
StanovniJtvo po narodnosti (Belgrade, 1954). Figures for 1953 were provided the author by
the Yugoslav statistical bureau. The results of the 1961 census were not available at the
time this article was written.
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Austrian census of 1910, some 150,000 Italians.' In the postwar years the
number of Italians has dropped precipitously as a result of emigration,
and is today less than 35,000; most of these people live in Istria and the
city of Rijeka.
The list of national minorities also includes Turks, Bulgarians, Ru
manians, Czechs, Slovaks, Ukrainians, Russians, and a scattering of
Greeks and Poles." Each of this variegated lot has played its special part
over the years in the complex history of the Yugoslav national problem.
In the period between the two world wars, the national minorities
suffered from numerous forms of discrimination. The right of the
minorities to equal treatment and education in their own languages
was guaranteed, on paper, by the constitution and by treaty.' These
guarantees did not, however, extend to the Albanians and Bulgarians,"
whose very existence in Yugoslavia as national minorities was denied by
the government. Conditions in Kosovo-Metohija were perhaps the
worst in all Yugoslavia. Albanian guerrilla bands-motivated partly by
a spirit of national resistance and partly by a desire for plunder-main
tained an active opposition to the Yugoslav government until 1924, and
acts of terrorism and brigandage continued long thereafter. Entry into
the state service from any minority group was extremely difficult. By
2 A Yugoslav census immediately after the war gave tne number of Italians in the newly
acquired territories (Istria, Zone B and Pula, excluding Rijeka) as 85,814. The census
was carried out on the basis of registers of names (not direct inquiry) and has been
largely discounted. See Cadastre National de L'Istrie: L'apres le Recensement du 1er
Octobre 1945 (Zagreb, 1946). The Austrian districts comprising Istria and Rijeka at the
time of the 1910 census had 147,843 Italians. (Derived from figures given in J. Roglic,
Le Recensemerii de 1910: ses Methodes et son Application dans la Marche Julienne
[Zagreb, 1946] and A. E. Moodie. The l talo-Yugosluo Boundary: A Study in Political
Geography [London, 1945].)
a The Turkish minority is located almost entirely in Macedonia. Their present number
is difficult to estimate, since postwar figures fluctuate wildly, but is probably around
100,000. If one agrees that the Macedonians should not be considered Bulgarian, there
exists a Bulgarian minority of some 60,000, 'forming almost the entire population of the
Caribrod and Bosilgrad districts of Serbia. The Rumanians number some 60,000 and are
found in the Alibunarski, Vrsacki, and Pancevacki districts of the Banal. There are some
85,000 Slovaks in Vojvodina and 34,000 Czechs, chiefly in Slavonia. In addition, the
census of 1953 listed some 37,000 Ukrainians (in Vojvodina and Croatia) and 20,000
Russians (in Serbia).
'The Yugoslav constitution of 1921, while not mentioning the minorities directly,
provided, in Article 4, that all citizens were "equal." In the Agreement on Minorities
sigued at St. Germain in 1919, the Yugoslavs pledged not to discriminate against the
minorities, that schools with instruction in minority tongues would be permitted, and
adequate financial means provided for educational and cultural purposes. The treaties of
Rapallo (1921), Santa Margherita (1922), and Nettuno (1925) granted special privileges to
the Italian minority. The Bled agreement of 1933 with the Rumanians guaranteed the
existence of Rumanian sections in schools when over twenty students applied. For pro
visions governing the legal status of the minorities in Yugoslavia between the two world
wars, see Erwald Ammende, ed., Die Naiionalitdten in den Stante .. Europas (Vienna, 1931),
and Josef Chmelar, Die Nationalen Minderheiten in Mitteleuropa (Prague, 1937).
"The Treaty of St. Germain did not apply to those areas which had become part of
Serbia prior to January, 1913, and thus failed to protect the minorities acquired by Serbia
during the Balkan wars.
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the use of such devices as "name analysis?" the number of children
eligible for minority schools was significantly reduced. The inadequate
educational facilities provided the minorities could thus be excused on
the grounds that no qualified students were available for minority
schools.
It was hoped that these tactics would speed the assimilation of some of
the minority population and crush the national spirit of the rest. But
successive Yugoslav governments, whether for reasons of foreign policy
or out of a desire to further party interests, could never follow this policy
consistently. The history of the German and Hungarian minorities in the
interwar period provides a perfect example of this vacillating approach
to the minorities problem. The political parties of the Germans and
Hungarians were not permitted to participate in national elections
until 1923. They were dissolved and reinstated a second time in 1924,
and finally banned, along with other national parties, under the dictator
ship of King Alexander. The German cultural organization, the
Schwiibisch-Deutsche Kulturbund, was first permitted to organize by
the Radicals in 1923 as a political favor; when the Germans withdrew
their support from the Radicals in 1924 the Kulturbund was dissolved,
then reinstated in the same year by the Davidovic government. The
Hungarian cultural organization was first banned in 1923 and replaced
by a more moderate group, which was in turn banned in 1929.7 When
Yugoslavia drew close to the Axis powers in the 1930's, both German
and Hungarian schools and cultural organizations were allowed to
function unmolested." The effort of the Yugoslavs to eliminate the
threat posed to the security of the country by the German and Hun
garian minorities had been in vain.
Only when the country was overrun by the Axis powers in April,
1941, was it fully apparent how completely the Yugoslav regime had
failed in its contradictory policies of oppression and appeasement. In
addition to the Kulturbund, the Germans had ready para-military
organizations in Vojvodina, the DM (Deutsche Mannschaft), and
e For a child to be refused entry into a Hungarian school, for example, it was sufficient
for one of the parents to have a name such as Horvat, Rae, or Orosz, which was taken as an
indication of the parent', Slavic origins. for it was claimed that these names in Hungarian
meant "Croat," "Serb," "Russian," and so on. After 1929. opening minority schools was
made particularly difficult by the Law on National Schools of that year, which permitted
minority sections or schools for basic education alone, and only upon permission of the
Ministry of Education.
7 The Catholic Bachelors' Association (Katholikus Legeny Egylet) was the first of these
organizations; it was replaced by the People's Circle (Nep Kor). By 1941, the Hungarians
were organized in Nep Kor and its rightist competitor, the Southern Hungarian Civic
Union or DMKS (Delivideki Magyar Kozmuvelodesi Szovetseg),
"The privileged position of the Germans in education was established in the early
1930's when a series of decrees gave them the right to their own schools. "Name analysis"
was forbidden in their case; "family language" was to be taken into consideration in
determining nationality. and the Germans were permitted to establish their own private
schools. For the German schools, see K. Eo Turcke, Das Schulrecht der deutschen Volhs
grup/Jen in Ost und Sudost-europa (Berlin, 1938), pp. 460-61.
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"Ready Groups" (Bereitschaftseinheiten) in Croatia and Slovenia.
These groups, in cooperation with the Croatian Ustasi, seized control of
local administration in German areas without opposition. The Hun
garians organized a national guard, which quickly took command of
the Hungarian districts of Vojvodina. In Macedonia there sprang up
groups variously referred to as "national committees" or "Macedonian
committees" to welcome the Bulgarians. During the rest of the war
the minorities, with the exception of the Czechs, Slovaks, and Turks,
continued to cooperate closely with the occupying powers. The German
minority administered the Banat as a virtually autonomous region for
the Germans; out of the ranks of these "Volksdeutsche" was formed the
VII SS, Prince Eugene division, which fought the Communist Partisans.
The Hungarians eagerly welcomed the annexation of Backa to Hungary,
turned their backs on Yugoslavia, and immersed themselves in domestic
Hungarian politics. Albanian units provided valuable support to the
Italians and Germans in the struggle against the Partisans in Kosovo
Metohija and Macedonia.
The intractable minority question also posed many problems for the
Communist Party of Yugoslavia (CPY) in the interwar period. As a
result of their Marxist training, the Communists were skeptical of na
tional claims, especially of smaller nationalities or minorities. In the
sphere of practical politics it was difficult, however, to determine on
what side the interests of the party lay. As part of the international
Communist movement, the CPY had to take into account Soviet plans
for weakening the Entente powers by encouraging dissident national
groups in Eastern Europe. On the other hand, the Yugoslav Com
munists risked arousing the hostility of Yugoslav public opinion if the
party became too closely associated with the minority cause.
In practice, Yugoslav Communist policy toward the minorities during
the interwar period came to focus on two demands: first, equal treat
ment and recognition of minority rights in the fields of education and
culture; secondly, self-determination.
Throughout the interwar period and World War II, the Communists
urged an end to discriminatory policies directed against the minorities.
The demand for self-determination of the minorities, including the
right of secession, was vigorously advanced or discreetly ignored as the
party shifted its support first to the nationally dissident groups in
Yugoslavia, then to the forces of national unity. Thus, between 1928
and 1934, when the Communists were deliberately seeking to under
mine the Yugoslav state by exploiting national differences, the party
supported the right of the Hungarian minority to secede from Yugo
slavia, and gave its support to the inclusion of Kosovo in Albania."
"See the statement of policy on the nationalities question made at the IV. Dresden,
Congress of the CPY in 1928 in Istorijski arhiv KomunistiCke partije Jugoslavije, Vol. II:
Kongresi i zemaljske konferencije KPJ 1919-1937 (Belgrade, 1949), p. 163.
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Between 1934 and 1939 (the period of the popular front against fascism),
the slogan of self-determination for the minorities was dropped,
although not explicitly repudiated. The Communists have been reluct
ant to reveal the extent of their anti-Yugoslav activities in the period
of the Soviet-German alliance (1939-41). By November, 1940, however,
the CPY had disassociated itself from revisionist or fascist elements and
urged the minorities to ignore the Italian, German, and Bulgarian
fifth columns in Yugoslavia.v" From November, 1940, to the present
day, the Yugoslav Communists have studiously avoided all mention of
self-determination for national minorities.
In the long run, the CPY had little choice but to identify itself with
the national and patriotic loyalties of the Yugoslav peoples, even at the
risk of alienating the minorities. This became painfully clear during
the war, when the party tried to draw the minorities into the ranks
of the Partisans in the struggle against the occupying powers. Units
were organized for all the national minorities." However, all these
groups were exceedingly small. The Hungarian Petofi Sandor unit
numbered only a hundred men. The German Ernst Thalmann unit
existed only on paper. In Kosovo-Metohija the Albanian hatred of the
Serbs, with whom the Partisans were associated in that region, was so
great that the Communist leaders in the area were forced to suggest
radical changes in Partisan tactics. Svetozar Vukmanovic-Ternpo, T'ito's
deputy in Macedonia, urged the Central Committee to give up the
slogan of armed struggle against the fascists and concentrate on mass
demonstrations for bread and other nonmilitary activities among the
Albanians." Miladin Popovic, Yugoslav adviser to the Albanian Com
munist Party, recommended the inclusion of the Metohija party in the
Albanian Communist Party, and the creation of a single command for
all Albanians in Kosovo-Metohija which would be responsible to the
Albanian party." The Central Committee of the CPY, mindful of the
political implications, rejected the scheme.v Plans were also set afoot
by Tempo for the transfer of Albanian Partisan units from Albania to

West Macedonia> and Kosovo-Metohija. ' 6 Mixed Albanian-Yugoslav
brigades finally began to operate in West Macedonia in October, 1943,
and in Kosovo-Metohija in the spring of 1944. In the latter years of
the war, the ranks of the minority units were filled by conscription. It
was practically the only way the minorities could be brought to join
the Partisan cause, with the notable exception of the Slovaks of the
Srem, who contributed materially to the Partisan campaign in that
region."
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10 See the report of the fifth party conference of November, 1940, in V Kongres Komunis
tiche partije JugoslaiJije (Belgrade, 1949), p. 197. The conference demanded freedom and
equality for the minorities but did not mention self-determination, and attacked fascist
designs on Yugoslavia.
11 The Italian Pi no Buducin battalion, the Albanian Zejnel Ajdini unit and the Emin
Durak brigade, the Bulgarian brigade Hristo Botev, the Czech-Slovak brigade janislkova,
the Hungarian Petofi Sandor unit, and the German Ernst Thalmann unit. For official
accounts of these brigades, see Ljubisa Stojkovic and Milos Martie, Nacionalne manjine u
Jugoslaviji (Belgrade, 1953); V. Dedijer, "Italijanske, Bugarske, Cehoslovacke i Madjarske
jedinice u sastavu na~e vojske," Za otad£binu, No. 4 (Apr., 1950), p. 21; "Nacionalne
manjine FR Jugoslavije:' Informativni prirucnik, No. 10-12, Book II (1952), pp. 10-12.
12 Istorijsk i arhiv I(PJ, Vol. VII: Makedonija u narodno-oslobodilackom ratu. i narodnoj
revoluciji, 1941-1944 (Belgrade, 1951), pp. 238-39.
18 Ibid.
14 Ibid., p. 289.
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II

The failure of the Partisans to rally minority support during the war
highlighted the fact that the national minorities had never reconciled
themselves to their position in Yugoslavia. Equally important, it re
vealed that most of the minorities were little attracted by the Com
munist revolutionary appeals, and tended to view the party as a
nationalistic Yugoslav movement. It was only natural, as a consequence,
that the Yugoslav Communists would consider the minorities a poten
tially dangerous source of opposition to the new system established after
the war, just as the old regime had viewed the minorities as a threat to
the integrity of Yugoslavia during the interwar period.
In certain crucial ways the situation nevertheless differed from that
of the prewar period. First, the Communist regime gained an initial
advantage from the fact that the Communist parties of Albania, Hun
gary, and Bulgaria had all agreed (albeit reluctantly) during the war
not to dispute Yugoslavia's claims over her minorities. Until 1948, at
'•
15 Ibid., p. 228.
16 Jugoslovenska narodna armije, Glavna politicka uprava, Stvaranje i razvoj Iugoslo
.
uenshe armije, II (Belgrade, 1951), 359-60.

17 Evidence of the unreliability of the minorities can be seen in the fact that at the
end of the war, of 800 Hungarians who volunteered from Backa Topola, 200 later deserted;
of 180 who volunteered from Sente, 50 later deserted. Rumanians conscripted into the
Partisans deserted en masse and fled to Rumania. As a countel"measure, the Partisans
set up camps in which the Rumanians' families were interned. At the end of the war these
deserters were pardoned, and most returned to their homes. From unpublished reports
to the Regional Party Committee of the CPY for Vojvodina.
1. The CPY dominated the Communist Party of Albania and was able to dictate the
settlement of the question of Kosovo-Metohija. At the end of 1943 the CPY sent a letter
to the Albanian party in which annexation of the area by Albania was rejected. Parts of
this letter are quoted in V. Dedijer, Jugoslovenski-Albanski odnosi (1939-1945) (Belgrade,
1949), p. 133. During the war the CPY laid claim to the Julian region, then in the posses
sion of Italy. The Italian CP finally accepted the Yugoslav claim in 1944, much to the
anger of the Trieste Communists and the non-Communist Italian resistance. For the
Yugoslav position on the Julian problem, see Metod Mikuz, Pregled razvoja NOB u
Sloveniji, Vol. I (Belgrade, 1956); for an Italian anti-Communist view, G. F., "Sacrifice
of Free Men," Trieste, No.2 (JUly-Aug., 1954), p. 20. In 1943 the Siovenian Communists, as
part of their effort to SWing over the Italian CP, promised autonomy for the Italians of
the Julian region after the war. See Leon Gerskovie, ed., Dokumenti 0 raxuoju narodne
vlasti (Belgrade, 1948), p. 189. The pledge was never honored. The Yugoslavs claim the
Hungarian CP approved outright the annexation by Hungary of Yugoslav territory. The
postwar relations of the Hungarians and Yugoslav Communists over the minority question
are discussed below. The Bulgarian CP bitterly contested the right of the CPY to operate
in Macedonia, but was overruled by Moscow.
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least, the minority problem was not linked with any external threat to
the country's security. More important was the revolutionary character
of the Communist regime. This had two consequences, both of which
served to set the new situation sharply off from the old. First, the
ruthless and extremely effective dictatorship of the party made it pos
sible to control the activities of the minority population in a way
undreamed of before the war. By the same token, the Communists
were in a position to restrain the Yugoslav population from venting its
anger against the minorities. Second, the revolutionary creed of the
Communists effectively divorced the Communist leaders from narrow
national prejudices and thus created the possibility of an impartial and
fair settlement of genuine minority grievances.
These two new conditions in the postwar period roughly correspond
to two major aspects of the minority problem: first, the question of
loyalty and of the measures used to restrain both the minorities and the
hostile Yugoslavs around them; second, the broader issue of formulating
a policy that would bring about the final solution of the minorities
question. These two sides of the problem-in effect, the carrot and the
stick-are closely related. In particular, the rights granted the minor
ities depend upon the ability of the regime to channel the activities of
the minority population in directions not endangering the security of
the state or the stability of the political system. The problem of security
and control will therefore be discussed first, and followed by an exam
ination of positive steps taken by the Yugoslav Communists since 1945
in dealings with the national minorities.
At the close of the war the Yugoslav Communists faced an extremely
difficult situation in the minority regions. It must be kept in mind that
most of these areas, because of the hostility of their inhabitants towards
the Yugoslavs and the Communists, had seen little Partisan activity.
In effect, these regions were enemy territory seized and occupied by the
Yugoslavs. In Kosovo-Metohija the situation was particularly critical.
Partisan units occupied the area in November, 1944. In the course of a
ruthless mobilization of the population to fight on the Srem front
against the Germans, atrocities were committed against the recalcitrant
Albanians." Whether for this reason or at German instigation, as is
,. The action of the Partisan commanders at this time was the subject of criticism at
the first congress of the Serbian CP held in May, 1945. Speaking to the congress, Alexander
Rankovic, secret police chief, cited the following incident: "On the occasion of transporting
one group of Albanians to strengthen the IV army one incident occurred which was such
that it could not be localized [and) whose results could not be contained. . . . One Albanian
provoked by some guard took down his rifle and killed him. That is. he killed one of onr
fighters. But our comrades obviously didn't recover their wits and instead of settling the
whole thing so as to prevent any further clash, wished to punish them, wished to carry out
reprisals, wished to execute forty Albanians for one dead fighter. This stupid intention
and completely foreign method for us was taken advantage of by enemy elements in that
group of Albanians and [they] succeeded in provoking a revolt. . .. On that occasion
about 200 Albanians were killed." A. Rankovic, Izabrani govori i Clanci, 1941-1945 (Bel
grade, 1951), p. 46. Another incident which was described as the result of "bureaucracy"
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claimed by the Yugoslavs," the Albanians rebelled in late 1944 and
early 1945. 21 Bitter fighting continued into spring, and rnartiallaw was
not lifted in the area until July, 1945.22 In the midst of this revolt
Miladin Popovic, then acting party leader for Kosovo-Metohija, was
assassinated by Albanian terrorists-an ironic fate for the one man who
had taken a favorable view toward the Albanians in the Kosovo question
during the war. 2 8 After the revolt was crushed, the "National Demo
cratic Army of Albania" continued a precarious underground struggle
against the Communists.> Reports from a later date suggest that the
National Democratic Albanian Movement (Levizja Kombetare Demo
kratike Shqiptare) has continued to exist illegally in Kosovo-Metohija
throughout most of the postwar period."
The brutal treatment of the Albanians, with all its disastrous con
sequences, was not the result of a deliberate policy of national persecu
tion. Any Yugoslav who was anti-Communist was exposed to equally
harsh punishment. The same appraisal can be made of the punitive
actions taken by the Communists against the Hungarians and Italians.
The former were treated with extreme severity for collaboration during
the war. 2 6 Mass arrests were also carried out by the Communists in the
Julian region. Italians certainly felt the brunt of this persecution. But
the object seemed to be the crushing of all potential opposition, Slav
and Italian alike.
Although punitive measures were harsh, the Yugoslav Communists
took place when a group of Albanians was locked in what had been a powder magazine.
130 smothered. Ibid., p. 47.
20 The Yugoslavs claim that the Albanian uprising was planned by the Germans and
sparked by the remnants of the Skanderbeg division which had fought the Partisans during
the war. See jedinstvo (Pristina), Aug. 4,1946, p. 1.
2' See [etiinsiuo, Jan. 21, 1946, p. 3, which makes reference to Drenica, the center of the
lighting. "It is known that this uprising [in Drenica] cost thousands of lives," the report
said. Other areas of lighting were Tropce, Urosevac, and Gnjilane. Ibid., July 9, 1946,
p. 2, and Aug. 4, 1946, p. 1.
22 Ibid., July 7, 1947, p. l.
28 For reference to his death, ibid., Mar. 18, 1946, p. 1.
24 See jedinstvo, Aug. 4, 1946, p. I, where mention is made of the continued existence
of opposition groups. The Albanians concerned probably used the title the Albanian
National Democratic Army (Ushtrija Kombetare Demokratike Shqiptare) rather than the
National Democratic Army of Albania. The Communists refer to the Albanian opposition
as "Balista"-followers of the Balli Kombetar movement which opposed the Communists in
Albania during the war. For the trial of a group of Albanians in Macedonia who were
said to have established connections with the National Democratic Army, see Nova Make·
donija (Skoplje), Jan. 28-31, 1947.
2' See the report of Fadilj Hodza given at the seventh conference of the Kosmet
regional party organization, in which he mentions the great Albanian chauvinism still
being spread by "various committees of the National Democratic [Movement)." Sedma
konferencija Savew komuniste Srbije za KOlOVO i Metohiio (Pristina, Sept., 1956), P: 135.
26 In an effort to ease the minority problem a plan was worked ou t in Paris, in 1946,
between Kardclj for the Yugoslav party and Cero, for the Hungarian party, which foresaw
the exchange of 40,000 Hungarians from Yugoslavia for an equal number of Serbs from
Hungary. (From information supplied by a member of the Hungarian Foreign Office
present in Paris at the time.) The plan was never acted upon.
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granted the Albanians, Hungarians, and Italians equal status with the
rest of the population. The German minority was not so fortunate.
As early as 1943 the Communists made it clear that the Germans would
be expelled from Yugoslavia." At the end of 1943, a decision of the
Communist-dominated Anti-Fascist Council of National Liberation
divested the Germans of all their rights and confiscated their land,"
which was then made available to colonists from Bosnia-Hercegovina
and Montenegro. Cast outside the pale, the half-million Germans of
before the war dwindled to a tenth that number. Most left with the
German army in the last days of the war; some were deported to the
Soviet Union, and a large number remained unaccounted for. 2 "
The ruthless methods of the Communists were strikingly effective. In
a period of no more than several months after the end of the war, the
new regime thoroughly demoralized the minority population. Although
in open revolt in the spring of 1945, the Albanians of Kosovo-Metohija
voted, practically to a man, for the government lists in the election for
the constituent assembly held in November;" At the same time,
energetic action was taken to prevent persecution of the minorities by
the rest of the Yugoslav population. By a law promulgated in May,
1945, criminal sanctions were applied against those who incited na
tional, racial, or religious hatreds or denied any person the exercise
of his national rights." Punishment was severe, and the law was fre
quently applied at the end of the war." Indeed, by its ruthless
impartiality, the revolutionary Communist regime seemed to prove
At the second session of the Anti-Fascist Council in 1943. See M. Djilas, Clanci,
1941-1946 (1st ed.; Belgrade, 1947), p. 183.
28 Decision No.2 of Nov. 21, 1944, published in Sluibeni list Demokratske Federatitme
[ugoslaoiie, No.2, p. 13. Decision No. I, never published, stripped the Germans of all
civil rights, including citizenship. For mention of this decision, and an interpretation
which excluded from its provisions those who fought in the Partisans, non-Germans in
mixed marriages, or those assimilated before the war, see Privremena narodna skupstina
DFJ, Rad zalumodatmib odbora pretsedniitoa AVNO] ... (Belgrade, n.d.), pp. 85-86.
2" The most careful estimate, published in 1954, calculated that 320,000 Germans were
known to be in Germany and Austria, some 50,000 had been deported to Russia, and some
183,000 remained unaccounted for. Werner Markert, ed., ]ugoslawien: Osteuropa-Handbuch
(ColognejGraz, 1954), p. 36. For other estimates of the size of the Gennan exodus from
Yugoslavia, see J. B. Schechtman, "The Elimination of German Minorities in Southeastern
Europe," [ournal 0/ Central European Affairs, VI, No.2 (July, 1946), pp. 160-62, and
Dolfe Vogelnik, "Demografski gubici Jugoslavije u drugom svetskorn ratu," Statistiika reoi]a,
II, No. I (May, 1952), p. 29.
BO In Kosovo-Metohija more registered voters (97.68 per cent) went to the polls than
in any other region. Of those who voted, only 3.2 per cent opposed the government list,
the lowest number of opposition votes with the exception of Montenegro. Injormatitmi
prirucnik, 1948, p. 66.
31 "Law on the Prohibition of the Incitement of National, Racial and Religious Hatred
and Discord," Sl. L. DFJ, No. 36, 1945, p. 198. The provisions of the law are now incorpo
rated in the criminal law of 1951; see Sluibeni List FNRJ, No. 13, 1951, P: 185.
32 The number of convictions brought under the law in 1945 and 1946 is not known
to the author, but was certainly high. For the number and type of convictions brought
between 1947 and 1959, see the author's unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, "Communism and
the National Question in Yugoslavia" (Columbia University, 1961), p. 111.
27
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that resistance on national grounds was neither expedient nor justified
in principle.
The test of the Communists' success in pacifying the rebellious spirit
of the minorities came in 1948, when Yugoslavia broke with the Soviet
Union, and the Communist governments of Eastern Europe launched
an hysterical campaign of propaganda against the Yugoslav Communists.
The Hungarian and Albanian governments in particular tried to exploit
the minority issue in their propaganda.» Direct attempts to subvert the
minority population nevertheless seemed the exception, not the rule.s
The Yugoslav government acted cautiously, taking security measures
in border areas but refraining from large-scale action against the minor
ities. The bulk of the minority population, for its part, apparently
remained unresponsive to the Cominform campaign.v Defections to
the Cominform by Communists from the minorities seemed the 'excep
6
tion, not the rule" The whole affair was thus a bright spot in relations
between the Yugoslav Communist regime and her minorities.
The Yugoslav Communists have then succeeded where the prewar
regime failed most decisively: in removing the threat to the security
of the Yugoslav state posed by the national minorities. What positive
steps have been taken to satisfy the grievances of the minorities, and
how successfully have the minorities integrated themselves into the
life of the new Yugoslavia? The answers to these questions are more
complex. Although real progress has been made, the tough central
99 See, for example, For a Lasting Peace, For a People's Democracy, Nov. 23, 1951, p. 4:
"Before me are two documents. One consisting of hundreds of pages, shows how the Tito
Rankovir. clique is exterminating the 200,000 Albanian people in Yugoslavia. . . . This
document describes how the Titoists machine-gunned thousands of Albanians in Kosovo
and Macedonia; how thousands of Albanians were killed by means of poison gas and by
spreading typhus; how the fascist degenerates bury people alive and subject others to brutal
torture before death . . ."
9. The Soviets did attempt to organize the White Russians as spies, according to
Yugoslav charges. Many White Russians were arrested after 1948 by the Yugoslavs, bringing
bitter threats and demands for their release from the Soviets. See White Book on Aggressive
Activities by the Governments 0/ the USSR, Poland . . . (Belgrade, 1951), p. 40.
95 In some degree, the Hungarians were sympathetically inclined toward Budapest. In a
report to the Regional Party Committee of the CPY for Vojvodina, it was admitted that
"In general, the influence of BUdapest is, in a pretty strong measure, harmful to the Hun
garian masses regardless of social composition," and it was described how information from
Radio BUdapest was spread through the Hungarian villages by word of mouth. In Kosovo
Metohija, the Yugoslav Communists turned the tables on Albania and organized, in August,
1949, the "Albanian League" for refugees from Albania. For details on the Albanian League,
see Charlotte Saikowski, "Albania in Soviet Satellite Policy, 1945-1953" (M.A. thesis, Colum
bia University, 1953), and Eric Bourne's report in the Christian Science Monitor, Apr. 4,
1953.
96 Rezmi Ismail, the most prominent Turk in the Macedonian government, was arrested
for Cominform sympathies. For a Bulgarian account of the 'case, see Rabotnichesko delo
(Sofia), Mar. 24, 1950, p. 4. A Cominform publication, La Yugoslavie sous la ierreur de la
Clique Tito (Paris, 1949), mentions the arrest of Jitsa Kok, editor of the journal Magyar
and Istvan Dobos, Minister of Industry of the Executive Committee of Vojvodina. But the
most prominent Hungarian Communist, Paul Soti, remained loyal to Tito. So did leading
Albanians (Dusan Mugosa, Fadjil Hodfaj, and the prominent Bulgarian Communist. Ivan
Karaivanov.
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core of minority discontent remains a serious problem in Yugoslavia,
even today.
Immediately upon coming to power the Communists initiated far
reaching changes in the status of the minorities. Free use of the native
language was guaranteed all minorities," bilingual administration was
put into effect in Kosovo-Metohija (Serbo-Croatian and Albanian) and,
after the outbreak of the Cominform dispute, in Rijeka, Zadar, and
parts of Istria (Serbo-Croatian and Italian);" Provision was made for
the use of native tongues in the courts." Determined steps were taken
to provide the minorities with schools." This entailed the construction
and staffing, at great expense, of an entire primary and secondary
system of education for those minorities not recognized before the war
(the Albanians and Bulgarians). For the rest of the minorities, the first
task was to expand primary education and create a new system of
secondary schools. The basic objective has been achieved: the minorities
now have free access to schools with instruction in their own language.
Nevertheless, the number of minority schools has been decreasing in
recent years for reasons that will be discussed shortly.
Cultural organizations for the minorities were also formed after the
war under Communist supervision.'! State aid was provided for news
papers, the publication of books in minority languages, and the main
tenance of theaters, libraries, folklore groups, and choirs. Although the
minority press consisted largely of material translated from Yugoslav

newspapers without specific national content, the multifarious activities
of the folklore groups, choirs, and amateur and professional theaters had
a strongly national flavor.
Two other policies closely associated with the Communist approach
to the minority question also require mention: the device of autono
mous areas, and the recruitment of "national cadres" from the minor
ities for the party and state administration. The designation of certain
administrative regions as "autonomous" is meant in theory to assure
political rights of self-government (not cultural rights) to the people of
an area of mixed or predominantly minority nationality. After some
. difficulties concerning the number and location of these areas.v the
Autonomous Province of Vojvodina and the Autonomous Oblast of
Kosovo-Metohija were established within the Republic of Serbia in
1945, and statutes were promulgated by the assemblies of the autono
mous areas in 1948.4s The autonomous areas have not exercised any
great powers,« and their primary advantage, from the point of view
of the minorities, lies in the opportunity they provide for minority
representation in the party and state apparatus at the regional level. .
The importance of recruiting national cadres from the minorities
cannot be too greatly stressed; upon the success of this policy hinges
the strength of the regime among a minority in any given district or
area. The Yugoslav Communists have never given any position of trust
to minority leaders of doubtful political reliability, but have empha
sized the need to search out and train promising individuals, to use
reliable elements to maximum effect, and to bar the rest from positions
of influence.o This makes recruitment of party members from the
minorities a matter of utmost importance. But here difficulties have
arisen. Party committees have from time to time been accused of a

Article 13 of the constitution of 1946.
as In Kosovo-Metohija, bilingual administration is provided for in the statute of the
oblast (infra). For the use of Italian. see the directive of the Croatian government of Aug.
20, 1948. "Obligatory Directive on the Use of Italian Language," Narodne novine, No. 67.
1948. p. 231. Bilingual administration is not practiced in Vojvodina, although it was once
proposed for the city of Subotica, See Borba, Jan. 26,1953, p. 2.
S9 See Article 120 of the constitution, which provides that the individual has the right to
be acquainted with the entire material of the trial in his native tongue; "The Law on
Criminal Procedure," SI. L., No. 40, 1953, p. 421, which states the same principle in more
detail, and "The Law on Marital Procedure," SI. L., No.4. 1957, p. 63.
40 Until 1958, the subject of minority schools was regulated by a single unpublished
directive of August. 1945, which stipulated that minority schools would be formed if there
were twenty or more students, that teachers must belong to the minority in question, that
the administration Of the school would be carried out in the minority language. and that
registration in a minority school would depend on the wishes of the parents. The general
law on schools of 1958 states broadly that minorities have the right to education in their
native tongue, that courses will include material from the national history and culture of
the minority, and that within a period of two years the republics will bring further laws
on the subject. See "Introductory Law for the General Law on Schools." Sl. L., No. 28, 1958,
p.745.
41 These societies, or cultural unions, were most powerful in Vojvodina. Some like the
"Queen Bee" (Matica Slovacka) of the Slovaks had been active in the interwar period. The
first postwar cultural union of the Hungarians, the "Hungarian Union of Vojvodina," Was
renamed the "Cultural Union of Hungarians" after a purge of unreliable elements at the
end of 1947 or the beginning of 1948. In 1948 the coordination of these cultural unions
was made the responsibility of a new organ. The Union of Cultural-Education Societies of
Vojvodina (Savez Kultumo-prosvetnih drwtava Vojvodine). The creation of this coordi
nating body marked the first step in the dissolution of the cultural unions of each minority
8T

(infra).
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42 Autonomy had been promised the Italians in 1943 (supra), and the Communists of
Sandfak were led to believe during the war that their region might be granted special
status. Serb and Croat Communists were at odds over the question of Vojvodina. The
former group wished the area to be included in Serbia (the eventual solution), the latter
group in Croatia.
4S See Statut Autonomne Pokrajine Vojvodine (Novi Sad, 1948) and SI. L., Autonomne
Kosovske-Metohijske Oblasti, No. 10, 1948, p. 74.
.

44 The number of their legislative acts has been small, and limited to such matters as
setting prices, founding schools and other institutions, and approving the budget and
economic plan. In 1950, there were only two acts passed by the Oblast Committee for
Kosovo-Metohija: the budget and the audit!
45 The Rumanians in the Alibunarski district of Vojvodina were a source of concern to
the Yugoslav Communists in the late I940's and early 1950's. They had put up a stiff
resistance to collectivization, and party members of the district were considered under the
influence of "kulaks" and "remnants of the Iron Guard." In order to correct this situation,
it was recommended that: (a) "Practice has shown in Vrsacki district that the use of 'good'
Rumanians, members of the CP, for political work among the Rumanians in the villages has
been very useful. (b) For the time being, use good Rumanians from Vrsacki district in the
Alibunarski district, and send cultural groups from the former area to activate cultural life.
(c) Investigate people in the districts carefully, and send those approved to party schools to
assure the necessary cadres. (d) Weed out enemy elements." (From an unpublished report
to the Regional Party Committee of the CPY for Vojvodina.j
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reluctance to accept members from minority groups, and it has been
admitted that persons from the minorities have not been eager to join
the party. The problem is reflected in the national composition of the
party in minority areas. Albanians made up 64 per cent of the popula
tion in Kosovo-Metohija in 1953 and 48 per cent of the party in that
region in 1958; Hungarians, 25.4 per cent of the population in Voj
48
vodina in 1953, and 8.4 per cent of the party in that region in 1958.
Elsewhere the picture is similar." The situation in Kosovo-Metohija
must have been particularly delicate, at least until recently. In a
revealing but not surprising statement made in 1953, a leading Mace
donian Communist admitted that party members still looked on the
Albanians with distrust, and that "the theory is still Widespread that
it is not possible to talk with them and that they can only be persuaded
by force.":" It must be remembered, in addition, that in Kosovo
Metohija over one-third of the male Montenegrin population belongs
to the party;" and that relations between Albanians and Montenegrins
in the area have long been marked by bitter enmity.
Lingering distrust of the minorities is also reflected in the fact that
the Yugoslav Communists have not been eager to promote Communists
from the minorities to positions of real responsibility.60 On the other
hand, the minorities receive their share of party and government posts
available in their own districts."
IIi principle, the Yugoslav Communists continue to advocate the
policies described in the preceding pages-to provide schools, cultural
activities, and local participation in government and the party to the
minorities. But since the early 1950's a re-examination of minority
46 For the national composition of the party in Vojvodina and Kosovo-Metohija in 1958,
see Statistilki podaci organizacije Saveza Komunista Srbije od III do IV kongres (Belgrade,
May, 1959), p. 10.
41 In Macedonia, the Albanians made up 12.5 per cent of the population (1953) and 6.28
per cent of the party (1958); Turks 15.6 per cent of the population (officially, although cer
tainly less in fact) and 2.29 per cent of the party. See III kongres na Sojuzot komunistite na
Makedonija (Skoplje, 1959), p. 119. In Croatia, the Italians made up 0.9 per cent of the
population (1953) and 0.3 per cent of the party (1958); Czechs, 0.7 per cent of the popula
tion and 0.3 per cent of the party. See Statlstichi podaci organizacije Sauexa komunista u
NR Hruatskoj •.• (Zagreb, Feb. 27, 1959), P: 19.
48 Krste Crvenkovski, "Treba se upornije i sistematskije boriti za sprovodjenje pismo CK
u delo,' Komunist ; No.9 (Sept., 1953), P: 65.
49 On the basis of the 1953 census and the party membership figures for 1958, one out of
every seven Montenegrins in Kosovo-Metohija belongs to the party.
50 Elections are manipulated to assure equal representation of the minorities in local,
republic, and federal assemblies, but these posts are of little real importance. The first
Albanian was made a member of the Central Committee of the CPY in 1953; there are now
two Albanians in the Central Committee, as well as one Hungarian and one Bulgarian.
There are now live Hungarians and live Albanians in the Central Committee of the Serbian
party; one or two representatives from the minorities have served in the republic govern
ments in Serbia and Macedonia over the years.
61 Of 195 members of five district party committees in Kosmet only 20 per cent were
Albanian in 1956; by 1959, however, 40 per cent were Albanian. See Krsto Bujalic, "Savel
komunista Jugoslavije i nacionalne manjine," Socijalizam, II, No.3, p. 24. Of the forty.
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policy has been going on, and it is clear that the Yugoslavs have not
been entirely pleased with what they have discovered. To a large
degree this new critical attitude has been prompted by the development
of T'itoist communism, which has raised the question of how the minor
ities are eventually to be assimilated. In the early revolutionary years
of the Yugoslav Communist regime, it was enough to believe that
assimilation would eventually be achieved through communization,
that is, through a process of political re-education. In practice, minority
policy was a curious combination of concessions, bureaucracy, and
. neglect, which was brilliantly successful in pacifying the minorities but
failed to re-educate them politically and did little to bring them into
the mainstream of Yugoslav life. Steps taken in recent years are a tacit
admission of this fact.
The change in minority policy first became evident in 1952 and
1953. At that time a cautious but far-reaching campaign was initiated
to break down the isolation of the minorities created by the powerful
cultural organizations and the separate system of education. In 1953
there were 524 local cultural societies serving the minorities in Voj
vodina; in 1954, 194 such groups; and today, there are only a handful.w
The societies have been replaced by cultural groups organized by local
people's committees. All nationalities participate equally in these new
organizations, which are not meant to eliminate the cultural activities
of the minorities but to integrate them with those of the rest ~f the
population. The Yugoslavs say that in practice each minority remains
free, within these new cultural groups, to organize its fair share of
purely national theatrical performances and the like.
The system of minority education has also, been revamped: stress is
placed on the teaching of the ofliciallanguage of the Republic (Serbo
Croatian, Macedonian, or Slovenian),» a subject neglected in earlier
years, and the purely minority schools have been consolidated with
three members of the party oblast committee in 1956, at least twenty were Albanian. Sedma
konferencija, op. cit., pp. 151-53. In 1958,38.5 per cent of the functionaries serving in gov
ernment organs in Kosmet were Albanian. Bujalic, op. cit., p. Ll. This is still well below
the percentage of Albanians in the population of Kosovo-Metohija (64 per cent). In Vojvo
dina, where the minorities are equal or superior to the Yugoslav population in education
and culture, the situation in government posts is probably more favorable to the minorities
than in Kosovo-Metohija.
52 The process of reorganization actually began when the Union of Cultural-Educational
Societies of Vojvodina (supra) was replaced by the Cultural-Educational Community of
Vojvodina (Kulturno-prosuetna zajednica Vojvodina), which administered the cultural
activities of the autonomous province along strictly functional (not national) lines. Pro.
vincial cultural committees continued to exist for each of Ute minorities, but only on paper,
and were finally abolished in 1957. Figures for the dissolution of the cultural societies at
the local level, given above, can be found in Milo~ Hadflc, ed., Vojoodina, 1944-1945 (Novi
Sad, 1954), p. 332. The only organization in Yugoslavia today actively responsible for the
over-all cultural program of a minority is the Union of Italians of Istria (Unione degli
Italiani dell' Istria) located in Rijeka.
68 Teaching of the official language now begins in the third year of primary school.
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those of the Yugoslav nationalities. In areas of mixed nationality, the
minorities are now taught in sections attached to the regular state
schools; where there are no Yugoslavs, independent minority schools
remain in existence. 54 Plans are now afoot for the creation of "bi
lingual" schools. Although the significance of this move is still not
entirely clear, the reform seems directed primarily toward limiting
the use of minority languages to the classroom; this could spell the end
of all independent minority schools that remain in existence today.
Some effort may be made, however, to acquaint the Yugoslav national
ities in these schools with the language and culture of the minor ities.!"
The Yugoslav Communists, fearful of offending the sensibilities of the
minority population, have carried out these changes with great caution.
There were few open criticisms of minority schools and cultural organi
zations." In Vojvodina, certainly, the new policy met some resistance.
In Sombor the attempt to dissolve the cultural societies of the Hun
garians met with such opposition that it had to be abandoned." When
the proposal was made to merge the Hungarian and Serbian schools in
Zrenjanin, the Commission for Education and Culture of the local
people's committee rejected the plan on the grounds of a shortage of
teachers and lack of space. The merger was nevertheless approved two
weeks later by the Zrenjanin People's Committe." The Communists,
not wishing to play favorites, would like to dissolve the "Serbian Queen
Bee" (Matica Srpska), famous for a century as the cultural center of the
Serbs in Vojvodina. But they fear a reaction among the Serbs, and have
had to put off their plans.
The role of autonomous areas has also undergone re-examination
in recent years. Although the existence of these regions is in no way
threatened, current theory holds that Yugoslavia would require autono
mous areas even if it were "compact," that is, nationally homogeneous!"
54 Yugoslav statistics do not give the number of consolidated and separate schools. The
author has been told by a member of the Commission for Education and Culture of Kosovo
Metohija that in 1958 there were 344 separate and 202 consolidated primary and secondary
schools for Albanians in the oblast. In 1951·52, there were only seven consolidated schools
ill Yugoslavia for Albanians. See Stojkovic and Martie, English ed., pp. 200-1.
'5 See Bujalic, op. cit., pp. 22-23. In the spring of 1961, draft laws were under preparation
in the republics for bilingual schools,
'6 The author knows of only one article, appearing in 1956, which attacked the national
istic attitude of the cultural societies of the minorities, and explained that under the new
socialist relations established in Yugoslavia, there was no need for independent schools and
cultural organizations for the minorities. See "Jedan aspekt problematike kulturne delat
nosti u Vojvodine," Naja stvarnost, No. 7-8 (july-Aug., 1956), p. 96.
" Somborshe novine, May 25, 1956, p. !I. The press complained that the integration of
schools was being falsely pictured as a move to eliminate instruction in Hungarian.
58 Zrenjanin, Aug. 13 and Aug. 27, 1955. The Croatian paper Hrvatska rijee, Mar. 3D,
1956, P: 6, also complained of misunderstandings that had arisen in Subotica over the
merger of schools.
'0 See Ivan Melvinger, "Znacaj statuta Autonomne Pokrajine Vojvodine," Narodni odbor,
No.7 (1953), p. 1. It should be noted that the federal system as a whole is likewise being
divorced from the nationalities problem in Yugoslav constitutional theory.
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Thus the device of autonomy is being cautiously divorced from the
nationalities question.

If'.'

These moves are intended to drag the somewhat reluctant minorities
into the mainstream of Yugoslav life. In addition, the Yugoslav Commu
nists have seriously attempted for the first time to make the minorities
feel that they have a stake in the country's development. This is parti
cularly evident in economic policy. Although the Yugoslav Communists
made many statements over the years about their intention of aiding
underdeveloped areas in the country, little was actually accomplished
in the first decade after the war. The Perspective Five-Year Plan for
1957-61 for the first time provided large investment sums for Kosovo
Metohija, where a feverish campaign has been initiated to lift the area
out of its grinding poverty through the development of new industries
and public works. 60 More attention is now being paid to increasing
minority representation in the party, and there has been a slight rise
in minority representation in party and government bodies at the
federal and republic levels.

.
.~
,

It

h

The minorities probably have a better over-all position under Tito
ism. Although they have lost certain privileges in the educational and
cultural spheres, they now enjoy greater security and their problems are
receiving more attention from government and party organs. Current
Yugoslav theory holds that the minorities should not be a bone of
international contention, but should be a bridg~ between countries
a "catalyst" for integrating states at the international level.v For the
Communists, however, the minorities promise to be a continuing
headache. Communism alienates the minorities from the regime far
more than it alienates the rest of the Yugoslav peoples. Most of the
minority population take no national pride in the achievements of
the regime, associate communism with the Slavs, and in varying degrees
remain unreconciled to their position within a Yugoslav state. The
Communists, for their part, cannot completely avoid treating the
minorities as second-class citizens. Repressive measures, carried out in
the population generally to assure the security of the regime, always
fall most harshly on the minorities because of their political attitudes.
Granting cultural autonomy, on the other hand, corrects an old in
justice but does not satisfy national aspirations; rather it encourages the
minorities to draw apart from the rest of the Yugoslav people.
These general remarks must, of course, be qualified in the case of
each particular minority. A detailed description of the history of each
minority since the war cannot be given here, but some brief comments
60 Ten bUIion dinars annualIy in gross investment was guaranteed the oblasr in the plan.
Gross investment between the years 1952 and 1956 had come to 4.9 billion. The new Per
spective Five-Year Plan for the years 1961-65 foresees a gross investment of 184 billion
dinars from federal funds for the five-year period.
61 Bujalie, op. cit., p. 7.
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may aid the reader in understanding the particular problems presented
by each group.
Since 1948 there has been a steady improvement in the position of
the Germans remaining in Yugoslavia. They now enjoy equal rights
and privileges with the remaining minorities." Still, emigration of
Germans from Yugoslavia continues; the Yugoslav government, for its
part, has not placed obstacles in the way of their departure. The condi
tion of the Italian minority has taken a marked turn for the better
since the settlement of the Trieste question in 1954. 68 Nevertheless, the
Italians have fled or emigrated to Italy in great numbers; the results of
this mass exodus over the years can still be seen in the deserted and
decaying fishing villages along Istria's western coast, where most of the
Italians were concentrated.v Emigration-after the Balkan Pact of
1953-has also substantially reduced the size of the Turkish minority.
The eagerness with which they departed leaves little doubt that the
Turks have been dissatisfied with their life in Yugoslavia."
Little is known of the Bulgarian minority, one of the poorest and
most backward in Yugoslavia. During the Cominform dispute it was
. cut off from Bulgaria, but since 1955 the traditional meetings of friends
and relatives separated by the Yugoslav-Bulgarian border have been
renewed. Information is equally scant on the Rumanians, but refer
ences made to this minority in the preceding pages suggests they have
not always behaved in a model fashion. The Czechs and the Slovaks,
on the other hand, are highly industrious and valuable minorities, and
have always been friendly to the Yugoslavs. A number of Czechs and
Slovaks emigrated between 1945 and 1948; some subsequently returned
to Yugoslavia when the Communists came to power in Czechoslovakia.
Today the Hungarian and Albanian minorities pose the greatest
problem for the Yugoslav Communists. More than any other minority,
the Hungarians have displayed their nationalist feelings and their
lack of respect for the rest of the Yugoslavs. This is highly irritating to
62 In 1948 the Germans became citizens; in 1951 they were allowed to buy back property
confiscated at the end of the war. Markert, ]ugoslawien, p. 36. German schools have been
re-established, and a teachers' seminar exists in Subotica.
66 The rights of the Italians in what was formerly Zone B of Trieste are spelled out in
an annex appended to the 1954 four-power agreement on Trieste. Language rights are
guaranteed, and the closing of Italian schools is made conditional upon prior agreement of
a mixed Yugoslav-Italian commission. See "Memorandum 0 soglasnosti izmedju vlade
Italije, Ujedinjene Kraljevine, Sjedinjenih Drzava i Jugoslavije .. :' Medjunarodni ugovori
FNR], No.2, 1955.
64 Approximately 100,000 Italians emigrated between 1945 and 1948. For this and other
estimates of the size of the Italian emigration, see Paul F. Myers and A. A. Campbell, The
Population 0/ Yugoslavia (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1954), P: 21.
65 Lazar Kolisevski, leading Macedonian Communist, answered questions on the subject
of Turkish emigration in the press in 1954, and it was obvious that the whole matter had
caused quite a stir. He attacked those who urged leaving while the getting was good, and
denied that anyone who wished to leave would be refused permission to do so. Up until
that time, he reported, 2.204 families had received permission to emigrate. Borba, Mar. 28,
1954, p. 2.
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the regime, but the deviations of the Hungarian minority should not
be overemphasized. The Yugoslavs are making truly heroic efforts to
overcome the hostility of the Albanian minority, but much of this work
may have been nullified by past abuses of authority by local Commu
nists and continued efforts by the Albanian government to stir up
national discontent. The existence of widespread dissatisfaction among
the Albanians was revealed in the curious results of the 1953 census.
The number of "Turks" in Macedonia grew from 95,940 to 203,938,
and in Kosovo-Metohija from 1,315 to 34,583. There is no doubt that
.these "Turks" were in part Albaniansw who hoped in this way to be
allowed to emigrate to Turkey.« On numerous occasions Albania has
been accused of supporting subversive activities in Kosovo-Metohija.
The Yugoslav government recently announced that from 1948 to 1960,
675 agents had been smuggled into Kosovo-Metohija from Albania,
and that from 1957 to 1961, 115 Albanian agents had been tried in
Yugoslav courts.w Still, there is no doubt that Kosovo-Metohija is at
last awakening from its past stagnation and feeling the fresh air of
economic and cultural progress. Despite their spotty record in the past,
the Yugoslav Communists may have already succeeded in convincing
the majority of the younger generation of Albanians that they should
abandon their distrust of the regime and participate in the program of
raising the social and economic level of the Albanian minority.
66 Of the "Turks" of Macedonia, 32,392 gave Macedonian as their native tongue, 27,087
Albanian. In Kosovo-Metohija 6,041 "Turks" gave their native tongue as Serbo-Croatian,
7,343 as Albanian.

67 In 1957 Fadjil Hodza stated that in KosovoCMetohija only 291 Albanians received
permission to leave for Turkey. Although his statement was not absolutely clear, Hodfa
apparently wished to say that only this number had applied and that all had received per
mission to leave. Borba, Mar. 21, 1957, p. 2.
68 Borba, Apr. 18, 1961. For recent trials of Albanian agents accused, among other
things, of attempting to foment national discontent, see Borba, Mar. 3, 4, and 5, 1961;
Politiha, Apr. 5 and 6, 1961; Borba, June I, 1961.

